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Foreword 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide 
federation of national Standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work 
of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO 
technical committees. Esch member body interested in a subject for 
which a technical committee has been established has the right to be 
represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental 
and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO 
collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization. 

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are 
circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an International 
Standard requires approval by at least 75 % of the member bodies casting 
a vote. 

International Standard ISO 11684 was prepared by Technical Committee 
ISO/TC 23, Trattors and machinery for agriculture and forestry, Subcom- 
mittee SC 14, Operator controls, Operator Symbols and other displays, 
Operator manuals. 
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ISO 11684:1995(E) 

Trattors, machinery for agriculture and forestry, 
powered lawn and garden equipment - Safety 
signs and hazard pictorials - General principles 

1 Scope 

This International Standard establishes general 
principles for the design and application of safety 
signs and hazard pictorials permanently affixed to 
tractors, machinety for agriculture and forestry, 
and powered lawn and garden equipment as 
defined in ISO 3339-0 and ISO 5395. This 
International Standard outlines safety sign 
objectives, describes the basic safety sign formats 
and colours, and provides guidance on developing 
the various Panels that together constitute a safety 
sign. 

2 Normative references 

The following Standards contain provisions which, 
through reference in this text, constitute provisions 
of this International Standard. At the time of 
publication, the editions indicated were valid. All 
Standards are subject to revision, and Parties to 
agreements based on this International Standard 
are encouraged to investigate the possibility of 
applying the most recent editions of the Standards 
indicated below. Members of IEC and ISO 
maintain registers of currently valid International 
Standards. 

ISO 3339-0:1986, Trattors and machinery for 
agriculture and forestry -- Part 0: Classification 
sys tem and classifica tion 

ISO 5395: 1990, Po wer Ia wn-mo wers, Ia wn 
tractors, Ia wn and garden tractors, professional 
mowers, and Ia wn and garden tractors with 
mo wing attachments - Definitions, safety 
requirements, and test procedures 

3 Risk reduction through design 

3.1 Safety should be integrated into machine 
design, manufacture, Operation, instruction, and 
Supervision. Risks should be reduced or 
eliminated so far as possible without unreasonable 
impairment of product function by 

- eliminating or reducing hazards by suitable 
choice of design features and construction 
materials; 

- limiting exposure of persons to hazards by 
reducing the need for Operator intervention in 
hazardous areas; 

- providing guards or other safety devices to 
protect persons from the hazards which 
cannot reasonably be eliminated or suff iciently 
limited by design. 

3.2 Even when appropriate design features and 
safety devices are incorporated into machinery, 
some residual risks may remain. Safety signs 
warn Operators or other exposed persons about 
such residual risks. 
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4 Objectives of safety signs 

4.1 The objectives of a safety sign are to 

- Alert persons to an existing or potential hazard 

- Identify the hazard 

- Describe the nature of the hazard 

5.3 A vertical configuration is usually preferred, 
although a horizontal configuration is acceptable. 
Final choice of safety sign format and configuration 
should be determined by whichever alternative is 
judged to communicate most effectively, by the 
geographical and language areas where the 
product will be marketed, by legal requirements, 
and by the space available for the safety sign. 

- Explain the consequences of potential injury 
from the hazard 

- Instruct persons about how to avoid the hazard 

4.2 In achieving these objectives, a safety sign 
should be distinctive on the equipment, should be 
in a clearly visible location, should be protected to 
the greatest extent practicable from darnage and 
Obliteration, and should have a reasonably long life 
expectancy. 

5.4 Two-Panel safety signs: Signal Panel, 
message Panel. See figure 1. The Signal Panel 
contains the safety alert Symbol and one of the 
three Signal words (CAUTION, WARNING, 
DANGER). The message Panel contains a text 
message that describes the hazard, explains the 
consequences of exposure to the 
instructs how to avoid the hazard. 

hazard, and 

Signal Panel 

5 Formats for safety signs 

5.1 A safety sign is composed of a border 
surrounding two or more rectangular Panels that 
convey information about hazards associated with 
Operation of a product. 

Message Panel 

5.2 There are four Standard formats for safety 
signs: Vertical configuration 

- two-Panel safety sign: Signal Panel, message Figure 1 - Two-Panel safety signs: 
Panel (see 5.4); Signal Panel, message Panel 

- three-Panel safety sign: Signal Panel, pictorial 
Panel, message Panel (see 5.5); 

- two-Panel safety sign: 
message Panel (see 5.6); 

pictorial Panel, 

- two-Panel safety sign: two pictorial Panels 
(see 5.7). 
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5.5 Three-Panel safety signs: Signal Panel, 
pictorial Panel, message Panel. See figure 2. 
The Signal Panel contains the safety alert Symbol 
and one of the three Signal words. The pictorial 
Panel contains a hazard description pictorial or, in 
some cases, a combined hazard description and 
hazard avoidance pictorial. The message Panel 
contains a text message that describes the hazard, 
explains the consequences of exposure to the 
hazard, and instructs how to avoid the hazard. 

Signal Panel 

Hazard description 
pictorial Panel 

Message Panel 

Vertical configuration 

Signal Panel 
I 

Hazard description 
pictorial Panel 

Message Panel 

5.6 Two-Panel safety signs: pictorial Panel, 
message Panel. See figure 3. The pictorial Panel 
contains either a hazard description pictorial 
enclosed by the safety alert triangle or the safety 
alert Symbol alone. The message Panel contains a 
text message that describes the hazard, explains 
the consequences of exposure to the hazard, and 
instructs how to avoid the hazard. 

I  I  

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description 
pictorial enclosed 

by safety alert 
triangle 

Message Panel 

Vertical configuration 

Pictorial Panel I 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description Message Panel 
pictorial enclosed 

bv safetv alert , 
triangle 

Horizontal configuration 

Horizontal configuration 

Figure 2 - Three-Panel safety signs: 
Signal Panel, pictorial Panel, 

message Panel 

Figure 3 - Two-Panel safety signs: 
pictorial Panel, message Panel 
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5.7 Two-Panel safety signs: two pictorial 
Panels. See figure 4. The first pictorial Panel is 
the hazard description pictorial Panel and contains 
either a hazard description pictorial enclosed by 
the safety alert triangle or the safety alert Symbol 
alone. The second pictorial Panel is the hazard 
avoidance pictorial Panel and contains a hazard 
avoidance pictorial. 

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description 
pictorial enclosed 

by safety alert 
triangle 

Hazard avoidance 
pictorial Panel 

Vertical configuration 

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description Hazard avoidance 

pictorial enclosed pictorial Panel 
by safety alert 

triangle 1 
Horizontal configuration 

Figure 4 - Two-Panel safety signs: 
two pictorial Panels 

5.8 Variations on these Standard formats may be 
appropriate for some situations. 

6 Signal Panel 

6.1 The Signal Panel of a safety sign contains the 
safety alert Symbol and one of the three Signal 
words. 

6.2 The safety alert Symbol for safety signs that 
contain one of the Signal words shall be as shown 
in figure 5 and shall be used for safety signs that 
contain one of the three Signal words. 

Figure 5 - Safety alert Symbol for 
safety signs that contain 

a Signal word 

6.3 Safety signs may be classified according to 
the relative seriousness of the hazard Situation by 
use of the Signal word. 

6.3.1 There are three Signal words: DANGER, 
WARNING, and CAUTION. The Signal word alerts 
viewers to the existente and relative seriousness 
of a hazard. 

6.3.2 The three Signal words are reserved for 
personal injury hazards. Choice of the Signal word 
is based upon an estimate of the likelihood of 
exposure to the hazard and of the probable 
consequences of exposure to the hazard. 

- DANGER. The Signal word DANGER 
indicates an imminently hazardous Situation 
which, if not avoided, will result in death or 
serious injury. Safety signs identified by the 
Signal word DANGER should be used 
sparingly and only for those situations 
presenting the most serious hazards. 
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- WARNING. The Signal word WARNING 
indicates a potentially hazardous Situation 
which, if not avoided, could result in death or 
serious injury. Hazards identified by the Signal 
word WARNING present a lesser degree of 
risk of injury or death than those identified by 
the Signal word DANGER. 

- CAUTION. The Signal word CAUTION 
indicates a potentially hazardous Situation 
which, if not avoided, may result in minor or 
moderate injuy. CAUTION may also be used 
to alert against Unsafe practices associated 
with events that could lead to personal injury. 

7 Pictorial Panels 

7.1 A pictorial Panel of a safety sign contains a 
hazard description pictorial, a hazard avoidance 
pictorial, or the safety alert Symbol alone. 

7.2 There are two basic types of pictorials for use 
on safety signs: hazard description and hazard 
avoidance. 

- Hazard description pictorial. A hazard 
description pictorial presents a visual 
description of the hazard and, in general, the 
consequences of not avoiding the hazard. 

- Hazard avoidance pictorial. A hazard 
avoidance pictorial presents visual instructions 
on how the hazard should be avoided. 

7.2.1 A weil developed hazard description 
pictorial should clearly identify the hazard and 
portray the potential consequences of a failure to 
follow instructions. A weil developed hazard 
avoidance pictorial should clearly identify the 
actions necessay to avoid interaction of persons 
with the hazard. 

7.2.3 In a few cases, a pictorial may address 
more than one hazard. In general, however, avoid 
addressing more than one hazard by a Single 
pictorial unless the hazards are closely related. 

7.3 On two-Panel safety signs, the hazard 
description pictorial shall be enclosed by the safety 
alert triangle to identify the sign as a safety sign. 
The safety alert triangle is shown in figure 6. 

Figure 6 - Safety alert triangle 

7.4 If no hazard description pictorial is used 
inside the safety alert triangle, an exclamation 
mark is placed within the triangle to create the 
outline safety alert Symbol shown in figure 7. 

Figure 7 - Outline safety alert Symbol 

7.2.2 lt is possible that both types of pictorial may 
be combined into a Single pictorial, although this 
generally is quite diff icult. Most often, a hazard 
description pictorial is used. A hazard avoidance 
pictorial may be used to Supplement or to replace 
the text message. 
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8 Message Panel 

8.1 The message Panel of a safety sign contains 
a text message that, either alone or in combination 
with a pictorial Panel, describes the hazard, 
explains the potential consequences of exposure 
to the hazard, and instructs how to avoid the 
hazard. 

8.2 If a hazard description pictorial adequately 
portrays the hazard and its potential 
consequences, one or both sf these elements may 
be deleted from the message Panel. If a hazard 
avoidance pictorial adequately portrays how to 
avoid the hazard, that element may be deleted 
from the message Panel. If no pictorial is used, the 
message Panel must convey all three elements. 
When possible, the message should be written in 
simple sentences not exceeding a few lines. 

9 Languages, translations, and 
multi-language safety signs 

9.1 Safety signs that contain a Signal word or a 
text message should be in one of the languages of 
the county where the product is to be used. 
Safety signs without text obviously require no 
language translation. However, products that use 
no-text safety signs require both of the following: 

- A special safety sign that instructs the Operator 
to consult the operator’s manual for an 
explanation of the safety signs applicable to 
that product. 

9.2 Figure 8 Shows, as an example, a 
four-language “Read operator’s manual” safety 
sign in German, French, English, and Dutch. 
Other language combinations, or a Single 
language, are also permitted, so long as the safety 
sign includes the language of the geoarabhical 
area where the product is to be used. 

0 D Vor Inbettiebnahme dle 
Betrlebsanleltung und 
Slcherheltshlnwelse lesen 
und beachten. 

0 F Llre Ie Ilvret d’entretlen et 
les consells de s6curlt6 
avant Ia mlse en marche et 
en tenlr campte pendant Ie 
f onctionnement. 

Carefully read Operator% 
Manual before handllng 
the machlne. Observe 
Instructlons and safety 
rules when operatlng. 

Voor Ingebrulkname de 
bedlenlngshandleldlng en 
velllgsheldsvoorschrlften 
lezen en In acht nemen. 

Figure 8 - Example of four-language 
“Read Operator3 manual” safety sign 

for use on products with no-text safety 
signs 

- Appropriate text messages, corresponding to 
the no-text safety signs, printed in the 
operator’s manual in the appropriate 
language. 
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9.3 Figure 9 Shows the no-text “Read operator’s 
manual” safety sign. This safety sign may be used 
as an alternative to a Single or multiple language 
safety sign of the type shown in figure 8. 

I 
f 

, d 

Figure 9 - No-text “Read operator’s 
manual” safety sign for use on products 

with no-text safety signs 

10 Colours of safety signs 

10.1 Colours of Signal Panel 

The colour of the Signal Panel depends on the 
selection of the Signal word. 

10.1 .l The Signal Panel of DANGER signs shall 
have a white Signal word on a red background. 
The safety alert Symbol shall have a red 
exclamation mark on a white background triangle 
(see figure 5). 

10.1.2 The Signal Panel of WARNING signs shall 
have a black Signal word on an orange 
background. The safety alert Symbol shall have an 
orange exclamation mark on a black background 
triangle (see figure 5). 

10.1.3 The Signal Panel of CAUTION signs shall 
have a black Signal word on a yellow background. 
The safety alert Symbol shall have a yellow 
exclamation mark on a black background (see 
figure 5). 

10.2 Colours of pictorial Panel 

The colours of the pictorial Panels depend on 
whether the safety sign contains one of the three 
Signal words. 

10.2.1 Pictorial Panels of safety signs that 
contain one of the three Signal words shall have a 
black pictorial on a white background. 

10.2.2 Pictorial Panels of safety signs that 
contain the safety alert triangle or the outline safety 
alert Symbol shall have a black pictorial and 
triangle on a yellow background. 

10.2.3 Other colours (for example, red to 
indicate fire) may be used to emphasize specific 
aspects of the pictorial. 

10.2.4 If Prohibition of an activity is indicated by 
X or 8 or the word STOP (see Annex D, 
clause D.9), the Prohibition indicator shall be red. 

10.3 Colours of message Panel 

The colours of the message Panel depend on 
whether the safety sign contains one of the three 
Signal words. 

10.3.1 The message Panel of safety signs that 
contain a Signal word shall have white letters on a 
black background or black letters on a white 
background. 

10.3.2 The message Panel of safety signs that 
do not contain a Signal word shall have black 
letters on a yellow background or black letters on a 
white background. 
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10.4 Colour of border 

The colour of the border depends on the selection 
of the Signal word and whether the safety sign 
contains the safety alert triangle. 

10.4.1 The border of DANGER signs shall be 
red. If necessay to differentiate the safety sign 
from the colour of the surface on which it is affixed, 
an additional outside border of white may be used. 

10.4.2 The border of WARNING signs shall be 
orange. If necessay to diff erentiate the safety sign 
from the colour of the surface on which it is affixed, 
an additional outside border of white or black may 
be used. 

10.4.3 The border of CAUTION signs shall be 
yellow. If necessary to differentiate the safety sign 
from the colour of the surface on which it is affixed, 
an additional outside border of white or black may 
be used. 

10.4.4 The border of safety signs that contain the 
safety alert triangle shall be yellow. If necessay to 
differentiate the safety sign from the colour of the 
surface on which it is affixed, an additional outside 
border of white or black may be used. 

10.5 Colour of Panel Separation lines 

Any Panel Separation lines shall be black. 

11 Dimensions 

Recommended dimensions in millimetres of safety 
signs are shown in figures IO through 13. Smaller 
or larger sizes may be used as required. 
Proportions may be varied as necessary to provide 
a sufficiently large Signal Panel or to provide 
adequate space for the message Panel to be set in 
a legible typesize. 

t 80 4 t 1 Boqrder width 

Signal Panel 

Message Panel 80 

Corner radius 
= Border width 

Vertical configuration 

Figure IO - Recommended dimensions: two-Panel format: 
Signal Panel, message Panel 
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c Border widt h 
=4 

Border widt h 

80 
=4 

rnw 80 

-!i 

Signal Panel 
I 

Message Panel 60 

Hazard description 
pictorial Panel 

Signal Panel 

Hazard description 
pictorial Panel 

Horizontal configuration 
Corner radius 
= Border width Message Panel 

2 Corner radius 
= Border width 

Vertical configuration 

Figure 11 - Recommended dimensions: three-Panel format: 
Signal Panel, pictorial Panel, message Panel 

Border widt h 
=4 

widt h 

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description 
pictorial enclosed 

by safety alert 
triangle 

Message Panel 80 

Corner raarus 
= Border width 

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard descript ion 
pictorial enclosed 

by safety alert 
triangle 

80 

- - 

Message Panel 80 
Horizontal configuration 

\ Corner radius 
= Border width 

Vertical configuration 

Figure 12 - Recommended dimensions: two-Panel format: 
pictorial Panel, message Panel 
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Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard descript ion 
pictorial enclosed 

by safety alert 
triangle 

Hazard avoidance 
pictorial Panel 

Border 
=4 

widt h 

80 

v 
CF 

80 

z Corner radius 
= Border width 

Vertical configuration 

Pictorial Panel 
with safety alert 
Symbol or with 

hazard description Hazard avoidance 

pictorial enclosed pictorial Panel 
by safety alert 

triangle 

Border widt h 
=4 

80 80 4 c* 

h 

80 

v 

z 1’ 

Horizontal configuration 
Corner raajus 
= Border width 

Figure 13 - Recommended dimensions: two-Panel format: two pictorial Panels 

12 Hazard description pictorials 14 Examples of safety signs 

Annex A presents examples of hazard description 
pictorials intended for use on safety signs. 
Alternative hazard description pictorials may be 
used as appropriate, and additional hazard 
description pictorials may need to be developed. 

13 Hazard avoidance pictorials 

Annex B presents examples of hazard avoidance 
pictorials intended for use on safety signs. 
Alternative hazard avoidance pictorials may be 
used as appropriate, and additional hazard 
avoidance pictorials may need to be developed. 

14.1 Examples sf safety signs with text 

The Signal word and text message appropriate to a 
hazard depend upon a combination of highly 
variable factors, including legal precedents. No 
detailed examples of safety signs with text are 
presented in this International Standard. Safety 
signs with text should be developed as necessary 
in conformance to the objectives and principles 
explained in preceding clauses of this International 
Standard. 

14.2 Examples of safety signs without text 

Annex C presents examples of no-text safety 
signs for a number of hazards. Additional safety 
signs may need to be developed for other hazards. 
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15 Principles and guidelines for 
graphical design of hazard 
pictorials 

Annex D provides principles and guidelines for 
good graphical design of hazard pictorials as well 
as instructions for drawing the human figure and 
other pictorial elements. Good consistent visual 
design is important to conveying the meaning of 
both hazard description and hazard avoidance 
pictorials. 
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Annex A 

Hazard description pictorials 
(informative) 

A.l Scope 

This annex presents examples of hazard 
description pictorials intended for use on safety 
signs. Alternative hazard description pictorials 
may be used as appropriate, and additional hazard 
description pictorials may need to be developed. 

A.2 Chemical (ingestion/burn) hazards 

A.2.1 Caustic liquids v 
- Chemical burns to 
fingers or hand 

A.3 Electrical (shock/burn) hazards 

A.3.1 Electrical 
shocWelectrocution 

A.3.2 Electrical 
shock/electrocution 

A.2.2 Poisonous 
fumes or toxic gases 
- Asp hyxiat ion 

A.3.3 Electrical 
shock/electrocution 

A.3.4 Electrical 
shock/electrocution 
- Row marker 
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A.3.5 Electrical 
shock/eIectrocution 
- High clearance 
sprayer 

A.3.6 Electrical 
shocWeIectrocution 
- Cotton hatvester 

A.4 Falling hazards 

A.4.1 Falling from 
high place 

A.4.2 Falling into 
machinery - Auger 

A.4.3 Falling into 
machinery - Sharp 
edges 

A.3.7 Electrical 
shock/electrocution 
- Loader 

A.3.8 Electrical 
shock/electrocution 
- Combine unloader 
auger 

A.4.4 Falling into 
machinery - Rotating 
gears 

A.4.5 Falling into 
machinery - Rollers 

A.4.6 Falling or 
slipping on wet area 

C 

. 
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